
RT3 VHHH - VHHH VOL8 AIRBUS 330

Note, there is no questions asked at the pre brief and the sim is very much leaning towards training only.
You have two prerequisite notes to read on high level aerodynamic stalls which will lead you to exercises in the first half of 
simulator session. As all sims there are handy little traps to be aware of of which I will try and explain.
This sim is majority flown by the Capt!

First T/O Capt HKG 25L No modes, alternate law, raw data. 190T for Capt.
Set V2 in FCU and sim is all set up ready to go. Remember once THR is set call, no modes and PM calls checked.
Acc 1500 with 10° pitch set G dot and THR to CL. Clean up and level 5000' with manual Thr. PM has a sheet for data 
collection and will fill out N1 etc (this is done at different stages of the first half of rt3)

TCAS high altitude 190T in normal LAW with traffic below climbing through your level. Follow TCAS but you are heading into 
the coffin corner, TOGA THR and very carefully and just slightly in the green so ample time to pass traffic and not stall. 
Assuming the point of the exercise is to push towards a stall, toward coffin corner. You both do one each.
 
Reposition to FL370 at 190T for stall exercises: Capt & FO will both do these exercises swapping over 1 each.

1) Stall alternate law /optimum alt. You have the yellow hockey stick for alt law, "stall stall stall " and recover.
Pitch about -2.5° down and hold wings level. As you accelerate through and above VLS increase pwr to TOGA THR and back 
to level flight. You loose about 3000' to 4000'. Pitch at stall about +6° up.

2) Repeat stall in Direct Law, same as above except you have no yellow hockey stick, only the bare Spd tape so set a target 
Spd to aim for eg 260kts for your recovery (same as stall 1 ,TOGA THR etc.)

3) Stall now at max altitude in alt law and then direct law, note the difference, obviously very sensitive and you will stall a lot 
quicker, again once going down TOGA THR. Recover.

Position to 6000' for low level stalls flap 1 to note the difference in handling characteristics.

1) Stall 190T alt law 6000' flap 1. Your pitch for level flight/THR idle to the critical angle is +15° pitch up so when you lower the 
nose to down the side stick input is a large movement and once nose down don't go to TOGA as you have ample THR and 
very responsive (slow on the THR coming forward). Your recovery is quick and with dense air etc, very responsive compared 
to high altitude of which you go to TOGA and nothing happens for a long time. Very Different obviously.

2) Stall 190T direct law 6000' flap 1. And so on ... One each. That completes the stalls.

Next exercise is to reposition to long final 07L at 3000' with ILS raw data diamonds only, unreliable Spd practice.
QRH out only for the last half of the Unreliable C/L. 2 crew exercise so we flew with PM managing THR and PF pitch which cut 
the work load down and worked well (we also wrote the settings down and placed in centre for PF (Capt) for back up). You 
have the VS green needle for level flight and the comment in the QRH C/L is what you have to understand: "Flying technique 
to stabilise speed" 34.02C QRH understand what it's trying to tell you as that is what the exercise is exposing the crew to. You 
land off this approach and your instructor will hold your hand so no stress.

Then Reposition for TO 25L VHHH no modes FO turn for practice.

Coffee Break. We were in the sim by this stage for 3hrs so break was very quick.

LOFT: double hydraulic failure. Capt flying VHHH 25L, Ocean2B. (we got G&B) you may get G&Y. FCTM explains double 
hydraulic failure well.

First ecam: G system then shortly after G+B. We turned back to TD for the hold and set up for approach. You have all modes 
FD and Auto THR but no AP (that will be your FO), set for approach.
All good until the last 100' # TRAP the flare!!!!!!!    ..... Due to config 1 (flaps Jammed) and limited flight controls the flare is very 
different so be careful and how you manage this one as probably need a very positive flare, just a heads up. With G&B you 
have no breaks and landing distance around 10000' so expect to use most of the runway and get the FO to read out PSI 
pressures as you squeeze in and out on the peddles eg 1000psi limit.

At the very end on landing and you have come to a stop in VHHH you have a fire (for us ENG Fire 1) which leads to passage 
evac C/L which is explained in the FCTM. Sim complete.

Have fun, from the big fella.


